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The prosodic structure of Lhasa Tibetan brings evidence for four main constituents: the intonational phrase ($\iota$), the large prosodic word ($\Omega$), the small prosodic word ($\omega$), and the syllable ($\sigma$). In this presentation, I will focus on tonal processes taking place in the small and large prosodic words. Lexical tonal processes are bound by the small prosodic word, and the syllable is the tone-bearing unit (TBU). Intonational tone rules, on the other hand, mostly govern the interaction between prosodic words within a large prosodic word.

Lhasa Tibetan has three lexical tones: L, LH, and H. In recent research, its word tonology has been analyzed by means of two main components: prosodic phrasing defines tonal domains (akin to small prosodic words), and a set of tone rules operates in those domains (Qu and Tan:1983; Monich:2011; Gong:2014). That said, previous studies have not been able to provide a satisfactory account of prosodic phrasing and pitch realization in polysyllabic words. For example, they predict that /H.H.H/ should have the tone pattern [H.H.H] or [H.H.L], while it actually has either the structure [H.!H.H] or [H.H.!H] depending on the prosodic phrasing. This paper proposes a new analysis of prosodic structure and of intonational and lexical tone rules. This proposal concurrently provides a more accurate characterization of prosodic phrasing and its role in the word tonology of Lhasa Tibetan.

The lexical tone rules I propose are a reinterpretation of the Lhasa tone rules proposed by Duanmu (1992): (a) form a small prosodic word of a maximum length of two syllables based on morphemic boundaries and semantic symmetry; (b) delete all non-initial tones within a small prosodic word; and (c) associate the tones with syllables on a one-to-one and left-to-right basis within a small prosodic word, where LH can associate with a monosyllable. For example, Duanmu’s rules predict that /H.LH.H/ should have the tone pattern of [H.H.H]; however, based on current lexical tone rules, it actually either has the structure [H.H.!H] or [H.L.H] depending on the prosodic phrasing.

A polysyllabic word is treated as a large prosodic word that consists of multiple small prosodic words. The large prosodic word is parsed from particular types of morphemic boundaries and semantic groupings. The main evidence to support the status of large prosodic words is as follows: (a) Lhasa Tibetan’s small prosodic words are not recursive, as seen in the fact that the tone of the non-initial small prosodic word is preserved as in [kárpó] in Figure 1; (b) the large prosodic word is the domain of downstep as seen at the boundary between the two small prosodic words in Figure 1; and (c) the large prosodic word naturally aligns with the polysyllabic word’s morphological boundaries as in [kárá!kárpó] ‘white sugar’.

Based on these results, I argue that the Lhasa Tibetan small prosodic word is not recursive, contrary to the Japanese one (Ito and Mester: 2012), and that its prosodic domains do not match those of the proposed Universal Prosodic Hierarchy (Selkirk: 2002, Nespor: 2007).
Figure 1. The surface realization and phonological derivation of /kaʰraʰkarʰpoʰ/ ‘white sugar’.
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